
 
March 08, 2021 

 
Re: Orlando, Florida - Florida Hotel Orlando  
 
Dear Flight Attendants, 
 
I am happy to announce that our new home in MCO will be the Florida Hotel Orlando. 
This is a beautiful property attached to Central Florida's largest shopping mall. There are several big 
box stores and restaurants surrounding the hotel along with an international food court in the mall. 
 
Eateries 
The hotel is offering our crew a very generous 50% discount on lunch and dinner at their lobby 
restaurant "Crickets" and a 15% discount for breakfast. There is also a Starbucks in the lobby that will 
be open before our early roll time from the hotel. 
 
Amenities 
This hotel recently underwent complete renovations and all guest rooms have hardwood floors, 
refrigerators, microwave ovens, a Keurig coffee maker, and a hot water kettle. There is also a "crew" 
closet at the end of the hall on all crew floors with extra towels, bottled water, and bath amenities in 
case you run out.  
 
The hotel has a really nice fitness center and outdoor pool and hot tub. Please note, if you wish to 
access the fitness center, you must take your room key to the front desk to have it activated first. This 
is a Covid safety protocol so they can monitor how many people are in the fitness center at a 
particular time. 
 
This is one of Trip Advisor's highest-rated hotels in all of Orlando. Crews from Virgin Atlantic, British 
Airways, Aerolineas Argentinas, and El Al also stay here along with several others. There is a bus 
depot located at the adjacent shopping mall with buses to Disney and area theme parks. 
 
Ground Transportation 
Ground Transportation will be provided by Ready Flight and roll time from the hotel will be 1:40 prior 
to scheduled departure. Pick up at MCO will be in the "A" side at stall # A-18 and Ready Flight will be 
transporting our crew in a black Mercedes Benz 14 passenger sprinter shuttle with a Hawaiian Airlines 
sign in the front window. 
 
Mahalo! 
 
Matt Mitchell 
Master Executive Council 
Hotel Committee Chairman 


